
Ethics

● A set of concepts and principles that guide us in 
determining what behaviour helps or harms sentient 
creatures.

● Most people confuse ethics with behaving in 
accordance with social conventions, religious beliefs 
and the law, and don't treat ethics as a stand-alone 
concept.

Paul, Richard; Elder, Linda (2006). The Miniature Guide 
to Understanding the Foundations of Ethical Reasoning
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Ethics

• Greek Ethos: character

• Greek philosophy → aesthetics, epistemology, ethics

• Metaethics investigates where our ethical principles 
come from, and what they mean

• Normative ethics involves a  practical task: to arrive at 
moral standards that regulate right and wrong conduct.

• Applied ethics involves examining specific 
controversial issues (e.g. abortion, animal 
rights, homosexuality, capital punishment)
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Metaethics

2 main paradigms: Consequentialist vs Deonlotogy

1. Consequentialist approach (teleology – teleo = 
“result”):

Relative goodness or badness.

– Egoists (Epicurus, Hobbes, Nietzsche)

– Utilitarians / social ethicists – greater good (but 
take both ends and means into consideration)

● Hedonists – greater happiness for most people 
(Bentham, Mill)
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2. Deontological ethics or deontology

● Duty-based absolutist approach (deon = “obligation, 
duty”)

● Determine goodness or rightness from examining acts, or 
the rules and duties that the person doing the act strove 
to fulfill

● An act may be considered right even if the act produces a 
bad consequence - obligation to truth or to obey 
regulations

● Kant: to act in the morally right way, people must act from 
duty. It is not the consequences of actions that make 
them right or wrong but the motives of the person who 
carries out the action.
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Normative ethics

● Builds on meta-ethics to develop general theories and 
principles for behaviour and decision-making

● Two broad theories of role of media: authoritarian vs 
libertarian

● Variations: egalitarian (social responsibility), 
developmental concept
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1. Authoritarianism

● Prevalent until 17th century

● Truth produced by a few wise men in powerful 
positions

● Top-down
● Press owned by rulers (or by retractable permission)
● Inform public what they “should know”
● Servants of State - censorship
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2. Libertarianism

● Started end 17th and blossomed in 19th century based 
on 5 historical ideas according to Merrill (1989)

– Freedom & individualism (Age of Reason)
– Hardwork and competition (Protestant ethic)
– Social darwinism
– Capitalism (Adam Smith free-market)
– Free marketplace of ideas

● Individuals as rational beings, able to discern between 
truth and lie.

● Truth no longer property of powerful – press as 
partner, watchdog, checks and balances, 4th Estate

● Issues: Humans can be subject to irrational impulses 
(Freud)
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3. Egalitarianism / social responsibility

● Emphasis on justice, equity, self-regulation, 
● Communications revolution

– Real-time, immediate coverage accessible anywhere (media can 
be part of the message)

– Issues of quantity and quality (violence, sex)
– Resorting to interpretative analysis to compete

● Concentration of media ownership
– Rise of conglomerates (The New Media Monopoly, Bagdikian), 

trusts, cartels 
– => how free is the market place really? 
– => link to parent companies with diverse interests (chiefly 

profits)?
–

● Changing view of media’s social responsibility
– Concerns about sensationalism, shallowness, low standards
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4. Developmental concept

● Derived from authoritarianism after decline of 
communism

● Emerged in wake of political independence in Third 
World (post 1960s – African nations)

● Reaction to West and transnational media
● Themes of nation-building and patriotism – media 

central to national integration and economic 
development
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Ethics in media
● Covers numerous issues
● Truth, fairness, equity, transparency...
● Privacy, dignity, respect...
● Public interest, taste...
● Conflicts with law: investigative, undercover vs 

gutter/yellow journalism, manipulation...
● Entertainment media: product placement, gender 

representation, language...
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Reference used for notes: Media Ethics:
 An Introduction to Responsible Journal
ism (Johan Retief, 2002)
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Difficulties
● Who guards the guardian?
● Aesthetic & artistic elements?
● Conflicting contexts: economic pressure, profit-

seeking, entertainment value...
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